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INTRODUCTION 

Most of us are all too familiar with the legacy of "media-centric" approaches to brand marketing 

and advertising. Marketers, in partnership with their agencies, develop and run marketing and 

advertising campaigns on media whose audience and readership purportedly match the 

marketer’s target customer segments. After all, the media is the message. Or is it? 

In the legacy approach, the marketer’s budgets are allocated across media properties using fixed 

media mix models and campaigns executed as scheduled. Results get tallied in the interim and 

at the end of campaigns, sometimes weeks if not months later. This media-centric approach to 

advertising – buying media in hopes of reaching a target audience and executing campaigns in a 

linear, predetermined fashion – usually falls far short of the marketer’s expectations and 

objectives. A large proportion of ad impressions reach consumers who are not in the target 

market and only a small subset of consumers notice, much less respond, to display ads. While 

this legacy approach generates exposure, the end result is similar to that of a billboard on the 

highway – it’s seen but doesn't really register, generating brand exposure at best.  

In contrast to the linear, media-centric approach, forward-thinking marketers are now 

employing a new approach to advertising that is data-driven and customer-centric. By putting 

individual consumers at the center of their plans, marketers are buying media not with the 

promise of reaching their ideal target customer. Instead, they are buying “customer moments” 

and serving contextually relevant advertising and offers directly to individual target customers 

when that customer is most likely to engage. This new advertising approach, sometimes referred 

to as programmatic, performance, or direct response advertising, is yielding remarkable results: 

• Working with a well-known travel client, Taptica used machine learning (ML) based prediction 

algorithms to find and reach customers most likely to engage in revenue-producing “post-

install” actions. Over a 12-month period, their efforts drove CPA (cost-per-action) down to 

1/10 of the initial cost – put differently, for every $100 spent the advertiser is now getting 10 

engaged users instead of the 1 obtained with previous methods. 

• Using visitors’ current location (within geofences), proximity history, and in-app behaviors, 

the US Open Tennis (working with partners Urban Airship and Gimbal) achieved open rates of 

53% and click-through rates of 32% to rich, in-app “Buy Now” messages, a 10-20x 

improvement over industry norms. 

These examples reflect a major shift in advertising from “hope and trust” to “test and learn.” 

Marketers no longer have to buy media in advance based on fixed media modeling, hope the 

media mix is the right one and settle for average results of uncertain value. Instead, marketers 

can leverage automated systems that, in real-time, leverage data to place relevant ads, offers 

and messages when and where targeted, individual customers are most likely to respond.  This 

customer-centric approach to advertising is driving views, subscriptions, downloads, installs, 

store visits, purchases and other results that matter to marketers. 

� 
Marketers are shifting from targeting segments, buying audiences, and 
other “old school” practices to finding, choosing and investing in the 
most opportune moments with individual consumers. 

 

https://solutions.forrester.com/mobile
http://urbanairship.com/
http://gimbal.com/
http://visit.urbanairship.com/l/7122/2014-10-16/p7lk5/7122/144110/Urban_Airship___US_Open_Case_Study.pdf
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With the platforms discussed in this whitepaper and related advances (see, for example, recent 

announcements by Facebook), marketers can realize the potential of data-driven, customer-

centric advertising. Sponsored by Taptica, the whitepaper describes the key platforms that make 

this possible, shows how the platforms work together and identifies partners and resources that 

can help you put data-driven customer-centric advertising into the heart of your marketing and 

advertising efforts. 

PLATFORMS ENABLING THE SHIFT TO CUSTOMER-CENTRIC ADVERTISING 

Leveraging the platforms below, leading marketers are shedding the old school, media-centric 

approach to advertising and embracing the new data-driven, customer-centric approach.  

Mobile – having emerged as companion, guide, 

remote control, concierge, and more, mobile 

devices and apps now occupy a central role in 

consumers’ lives. Perhaps even more important, 

features and capabilities unique to mobile allow 

brands to engage consumers in highly 

personalized ways, achieving the holy grail of 1:1 

marketing. 

Digital Shelf – the explosion of mobile apps 

(including Facebook and other social media 

platforms) represents a nearly infinite supply of 

new opportunities to engage consumers.  As 

McKinsey reports, the number of digital 

touchpoints is expanding rapidly, with the vast 

majority taking place via mobile.  This expansive 

channel, including owned, paid and earned media, is a Digital Shelf of sorts. 

Digital Signals – while using smart phones, tablets and other devices, consumers generate a vast 

amount of data, much of it lost as “exhaust.”  Innovative measurement platforms (Apsalar, 

HasOffers, Kochava, TapSense, mParticle, and others) are capturing key pieces of these data, 

including “key events” in mobile app usage. By extracting and leveraging the “Digital Signals” in 

these data, marketers can target, retarget, reach and engage customers much more effectively. 

Cross-device Identity Matching (CDIM) – emerging CDIM solutions allow marketers to recognize 

individual consumers and “stitch together” their data across devices, including desktop, 

smartphone and tablets. With a more complete, end-to-end view, marketers can communicate 

more “intelligently” with consumers as they traverse across time and locations using the device 

of their choice. 

Prediction Engines – with massive amounts of data and a nearly infinite number of 

opportunities, sophisticated predictive analytics allow marketers to determine in real-time (i) 

which customers to engage, and (ii) when, where and how best to engage with them.  Much like 

a microscope with greater magnification, robust predictive models reveal patterns and 

opportunities invisible to competitors. Together with programmatic advertising, marketers can 

leverage these models to optimize return on ad spend (ROAS). 

http://www.dmnews.com/facebooks-new-changes-might-shake-up-things-for-marketers/article/405945/
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/12/11/wallflowers-of-silicon-valley-get-asked-to-dance/
http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Presentations-and-Whitepapers/2015/2015-US-Digital-Future-in-Focus
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/high_tech_telecoms_internet/brand_success_in_an_era_of_digital_darwinism
http://www.immr.org/the-digital-shelf.pdf
http://www.immr.org/tuning-into-consumers-digital-signals.pdf
http://docs.mparticle.com/
http://adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/cross-device-identity-data-managements-new-battleground/
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Programmatic Advertising – Programmatic advertising and real-time bidding (RTB) solutions – 

the new “ad-tech” – allow advertisers to choose specific opportunities to reach targeted 

customers with contextually relevant messages, ads and offers. Leveraging these solutions, 

marketers are dramatically improving “post click” results, e.g., downloads, subscriptions, 

purchases, store visits, and more.  By integrating with the other platforms above, marketers can 

achieve results that prompted P&G’s CMO to pronounce “programmatic is inevitable.” 

� 

Programmatic media trading is more about evidence based media 
investment than anything else. Better investment decisions lead to 
better marketing outcomes… and make it possible for advertisers to 
outsmart rather than outspend the competition. 
 WFA Guide to Programmatic Media, 2014 

 

MOBILE – GROUND ZERO FOR MARKETERS 

Consumers’ embrace of mobile is well documented. In 2014 consumers spent an average of 

nearly three hours a day on mobile devices, while desktop use dropped to almost two hours a 

day.  Within mobile, consumers are devoting more of their time to mobile apps and, to a lesser 

extent, the mobile web.  In fact, the amount of time devoted to mobile apps increased by 52% 

between 2013 and 2014. Consumers are spending the bulk of their in-app time on social 

networking (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest), games, and entertainment.  

The Mobile Imperative – Marketers Following Consumers 

Marketers are waking up to the mobile 

imperative – meeting the customer on their 

terms, which increasingly is via mobile devices, 

apps and websites. After years of a “budget 

gap,” marketers have recognized the 

significance and are rapidly shifting ad spending 

to mobile. The latest eMarketer forecast shows 

mobile ad spending surpassing desktop in 2016 

and accounting for 72% of total digital ad spend 

by 2019.   

https://www.aaaa.org/news/bulletins/Pages/TheTransformativePotentialofProgrammaticBuying.aspx
http://www.chango.com/resources/articles/rtb-made-easy-real-time-bidding-explained/
http://adexchanger.com/brand-aware/procter-gamble-cmo-pritchard-programmatic-delivers-business-lift/
http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Presentations-and-Whitepapers/2014/The-US-Mobile-App-Report
http://www.slideshare.net/kleinerperkins/internet-trends-2014-05-28-14-pdf
http://www.slideshare.net/kleinerperkins/internet-trends-2014-05-28-14-pdf
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Mobile-Will-Account-72-of-US-Digital-Ad-Spend-by-2019/1012258/1
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Mobile is much more than a channel, 

however.  With “pure play” digital companies 

(e.g., Uber, AirBnB, OpenTable, etc.), virtually 

every customer interaction takes place via 

mobile. Brands are innovating with apps that 

play a broader role in consumers’ lives as well. 

McDonald’s, for instance, developed a “wake 

up” app that greets consumers with an alarm, 

free music and other content, and special 

offers redeemable in its restaurants.  

How Mobile Is Driving Customer-centric Advertising 

Mobile is a powerful platform for identifying, (re)targeting and engaging consumers. 

• Individually Addressable – When combined with location, proximity, history, and direction, 

persistent individual profiles allow marketers to target mobile consumers based on their 

needs, interests, readiness, and value. 

With cross-device identity matching, 

advertisers can recognize and address 

specific mobile user profiles and link their 

data across devices. 

• Contextually Relevant Ads – By leveraging 

insights about context, advertisers can 

deliver messages and offers that fit into, 

rather than interrupt, a consumer’s plans 

and activities. Consumers view and 

respond favorably to contextually relevant 

ads and messages. 

• Accurate (Re)Targeting – By leveraging 

digital signals, especially app usage and in-

app “events,” leading marketers can avoid 

the flaws and deliver on the promise of retargeting, e.g., re-engaging dormant users; serving 

appropriate messages that reflect where the consumer is on the journey; etc.  

� 
With unique targeting and re-targeting capabilities, mobile is an 
incredibly powerful platform for engaging consumers with 
contextually relevant messages, ads and offers. 

 

  

http://www.best-marketing.eu/september-2014/
http://adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/mobile-is-eating-everything-including-ad-tech/
http://www.amazon.com/Age-Context-Mobile-Sensors-Privacy/dp/1492348430
http://docs.mparticle.com/
http://adage.com/article/digitalnext/retargeting-flawed-future-pretargeting/294113/
http://adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/mobile-is-eating-everything-including-ad-tech/
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http://www.immr.org/tuning-into-consumers-digital-signals.pdf
http://www.retailprophet.com/uncategorized/the-third-shelf/
http://www.retailprophet.com/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Retail-Revival-Reimagining-Consumerism/dp/1118489675
http://taylordavidson.com/2014/deep-linking
http://blog.usekahuna.com/three-best-practices-when-designing-your-app-onboarding-experience
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DIGITAL SIGNALS – THE BIG REVEAL 

As consumers visit websites, use mobile apps, 

view content, and participate on social media, 

they leave a trail of "digital footprints” that are 

valuable for targeting and retargeting, 

especially on mobile devices and apps.  

 A subset of these interactions, called Digital 

Signals, reveal a great deal about consumers’ 

interests, plans and intentions as well as their 

location and context, both at a specific time range and, from their history, over time. By linking 

Digital Signals to individuals’ “pre-click” 

actions, e.g., search, being exposed to an 

ad, and “post-click” behaviors, e.g., viewing 

a video, subscribing, downloading content, 

making a purchase, visiting a store, etc. 

leading brands are discovering “hidden” 

predictors that distinguish consumers that 

respond from those that do not.  

Consumers’ Profiles + Digital Signals = Invaluable Insights 

The data collected via mobile app SDKs is expanding exponentially.  When combined with first-

party and third-party data, the insights available about mobile consumers are invaluable.  

First-party  

Data 

First-party data is any information collected by companies (brands, publishers, 

and developers) through a direct relationship with their customers, subscribers 

and visitors.  This includes clickstream data, e-mails, purchase histories, etc.  

Third-

party Data 

Third-party data is information collected by entities that do not have a direct 

relationship with consumers – essentially, it consists of all the data that is not 

first-party data.  Third-party data is usually licensed or purchased from sources 

such as Acxiom, BlueKai, Lotame, Datalogix, Experian and comScore. 

Source: Ad Age; Digiday 

BlueKai, X + 1, Aggregate Knowledge, and other companies known as DMPs (Data Management 

Platforms) integrate disparate data from first- and multiple third-party data sources, including 

online, mobile and offline. By connecting and integrating these data, DMPs provide rich, detailed 

profiles of individual consumers. The volume of data grows quickly into massive, “big data” 

proportions. Therefore, extracting the “signal” from the noise and incorporating those features 

into predictive models is both a challenge and requirement. Increasingly, advertisers are relying 

on Demand-side Platforms (DSPs) with sophisticated analytical capabilities to solve these 

challenges, as discussed in a later section. 

� By integrating mobile users’ Digital Signals, advanced DMPs are 
gleaning unique insights that dramatically enhance targeting. 

http://www.imediaconnection.com/content/38329.asp
http://www.immr.org/downloads/Tuning-into-Consumers-Digital-Signals-Dr-Phil-Hendrix-immr-October-2011.pdf
http://www.immr.org/downloads/Tuning-into-Consumers-Digital-Signals-Dr-Phil-Hendrix-immr-October-2011.pdf
https://www.mparticle.com/periodictable
http://theexchangelab.com/faq/
http://adage.com/article/glossary-data-defined/party-data-defined/245054/
http://digiday.com/platforms/what-is-third-party-data/
http://adage.com/article/datadriven-marketing/marketers-dmps/243746/
http://adage.com/article/datadriven-marketing/marketers-dmps/243746/
http://adage.com/article/datadriven-marketing/marketers-dmps/243746/
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Linking Actions and Outcomes to Investment – the Critical Role of Attribution 

In simple terms, attribution involves giving “credit,” typically to an ad, for leading the consumer 

to take some action. More precisely, attribution refers to the ability to establish “cause and 

effect” relationships between the results obtained and specific ads, messages and offers to 

which the consumer has been exposed. 

The importance of attribution can’t be overstated.  By linking mobile consumers’ responses 

“beyond the click” – e.g., downloads, views, store visits (using platforms such as Placed) and 

spend – to the ads, messages, and offers presented to them, advertisers can rapidly learn what’s 

working and what isn’t. Measured in real-time, consumers’ interactions and responses, 

especially with a brand’s mobile app, allow marketers to test and optimize ads, messages and 

offers.  

Combining Digital Signals with Outcomes = Key to Attribution  

Historically, cross-device identification and attribution have been two of the major concerns 

slowing marketers’ adoption of mobile.  Attribution is complicated by that fact that consumers 

are exposed to multiple ads, offers and messages, across devices. In addition, measuring 

consumers’ actions, particularly in the real world, can be difficult.  However, as eMarketer 

recently concluded: 

The industry is months, not years, away from overcoming the challenges and 

misconceptions that stand in the way of implementing a people-based strategy across 

devices. Last year, significant advances were made in cross-screen audience tracking, 

targeting and ad serving. A big breakthrough is needed in multitouch attribution. 

In fact, marketers and their ad-tech partners are on the verge of solving attribution as well – 

with detailed in-app measurements, aggregated and made available by companies such as 

mParticle, events leading up to actions are being combined with actions taken within apps and 

in the physical world. With programmatic, a wide range of ads, messages and offers can be 

tested in real-time, allowing advertisers to shift budgets to high-yield, best-performing 

combinations of creative and media.  With sophisticated predictive models reducing much of the 

random “noise,” attribution can be determined more and more accurately. With carefully 

designed experiments, cause and effect can be established with even higher accuracy. 

Leading e-commerce companies, such as Amazon and eBay, gaming companies like EA and 

Zynga, and other “pure play” digital companies such as Expedia, Uber, and AirBnB have gained a 

great deal of experience and have solved the attribution puzzle.  Starbucks, Wal-mart, Disney 

and a handful of other brands are also reaping the benefits of their efforts in capabilities that 

include attribution. Other brands and retailers are turning to experienced partners to reduce the 

learning curve and climb out of the trap made famous by John Wanamaker – “half of my 

advertising is wasted – I just don’t know which half.” 

� 
By tracking and linking messages, ads and offers to consumers’ 
actions, marketers are answering the age-old question – “which of my 
[marketing investments] are working?” 

 

http://immr.org/digital-offers-and-attribution.pdf
http://www.placed.com/
http://marketingland.com/understanding-complexity-mobile-ad-attribution-90881
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Digital-Advertisers-Focus-on-Holistic-Customer-Experience/1012308/1
https://mparticle.com/
http://adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/a-pressing-problem-offline-attribution/
https://archive.harvardbusiness.org/cla/web/pl/product.seam?c=36542&i=36584&cs=27377aff825553f76c5f62a5e318989a
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CROSS-DEVICE IDENTITY MATCHING CONNECTS THE DOTS 

Since most consumers use multiple devices, linking their identities while maintaining their 

anonymity and complying with privacy considerations is critical.  Fortunately, using probabilistic 

methods, companies such as Drawbridge, AdTruth (owned by Experian) and BlueCava are now 

able to link consumers across multiple devices, with relatively high precision.  The benefits of 

these persistent identities are enormous.  As the CEO of Drawbridge notes, CDIM makes mobile 

“highly measurable” and allows marketers to “utilize data gleaned from one device across all of 

a consumer's associated devices.” 

PREDICTION ENGINES UNLEASH CUSTOMER-CENTRIC ADVERTISING 

As Tom Davenport noted in 2013, "Big data represents an extraordinary wealth of experience 

from which to learn... and predictive analytics... means pay dirt." While the field is complex and 

constantly advancing, marketers must recognize the importance and understand the issues and 

options well enough to evaluate the capabilities of various ad-tech partners. 

Like an arms race, marketers are competing to find and apply the best Predictive Analytics 

solutions to answer five questions critical to user-centric advertising: 

• Targets – which customers should we target?  Given a marketer’s objectives, some 

customers will always be better targets than others. The challenge (and opportunity) is to 

gather information about customers from first- and third-party sources, including Digital 

Signals, and leverage that information to predict which customers are likely to be most 

responsive.  

• Signals – which signals should we listen to, capture, refine and amplify?  Smart phones 

have 10-14 sensors, each generating a wealth of data.  The IoT (the Internet of Things), 

wearable and other emerging technologies will expand the volume of potential signals.  

To build detailed profiles of ideal target consumers and understand which contexts are 

most effective to leverage, marketers will need to employ increasingly sophisticated 

analytical methods. 

• Contexts – which contexts are most effective? With mobile, especially, many different 

contexts are available, based on type of device (smartphones vs. tablets), time of day, 

location, proximity, weather, and a multitude of others. Predictive Analytics sorts 

through the many contexts to find ones in which consumers likely to be most responsive. 

• Media – which media combinations are likely to be most effective?  Various media types 

and specific media and content attract different consumers, and their propensity to 

respond to particular ads and offers will vary. Testing and discovering which 

combinations work best is an essential piece of the puzzle. 

• Messages – which messages and features are most effective?  Beyond simple A/B 

testing, many different features of ads can be tested – rapidly determining which ones 

work best and focusing resources on "high yield" alternatives boosts response and 

conversion rate and the ROI on campaigns dramatically. 

Needless to say, these are complex questions that involve massive amounts of data and require 

a sophisticated team of analysts. To answer these questions, data scientists are using a wide 

range of models and methods, including machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI). 

http://adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/cross-device-identity-data-managements-new-battleground/
http://www.drawbrid.ge/
http://www.adtruth.com/
http://bluecava.com/new-mobile-display-ecosystem/
http://www.imediaconnection.com/content/38329.asp
http://www.amazon.com/Predictive-Analytics-Power-Predict-Click/dp/1118356853
http://www.infoworld.com/article/2900036/machine-learning/not-all-machine-learning-is-created-equal.html
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Moreover, they continue to refine their models over time, gathering more data and tweaking 

and tuning the models to continually improve results.  

While various methods have proponents, Taptica and other leading firms use a family of 

methods known as "Multi-arm Bandits." With these methods, a wide range of options can be 

rapidly tested to converge on optimal solution(s). Within this family is a set of methods called 

"Contextual Bandits."  Rather than optimizing solutions in the aggregate, e.g., "which ad is most 

effective overall?" Contextual Bandits makes use of the data about individual consumers to 

uncover combinations of ads by media that work best for targeted groups. Not widely known, 

these methods require a high level of technical expertise and a great deal of experience. 

At the end of the day, of course, the proof is in the pudding.  It’s difficult for the average 

marketer to fully evaluate the various analytical tools and capabilities partners may bring.  As a 

consequence, the marketer’s discussion with potential partners should focus on how the 

methods address the complexities noted above, the types of data and extent to which digital 

signals, in particular, are being leveraged, and the results achieved on KPIs similar to those that 

drive the client's business.  While this won't entirely illuminate the black box, it will reveal which 

partners are leveraging methods that are best suited for the task, achieving superior results and 

if their style of communication is compatible with yours.  

PROGRAMMATIC ADVERTISING – CUSTOMER-CENTRIC AT SCALE  

The mere mention of the term “Programmatic Advertising” can put people off. The perception 

that it’s complex is confounded by terminology and acronyms that can be mind numbing. The 

main components, implications and benefits of programmatic for marketers are explained 

below, while additional details are provided by the IAB, consultancies and vendors. 

Programmatic Advertising in Simple Terms 

To reach target customers advertisers have 

access to billions of opportunities every second 

of every day, in media ranging from websites to 

mobile apps, video, games, augmented and 

virtual reality experiences and more. Suppliers 

have audiences and inventory to sell, while 

advertisers include brands and businesses large 

and small. In the middle are the ad-tech players 

that bridge the gap between advertising 

demand, publisher supply and the ideal 

consumer or shopper. In contrast to manual 

“media buys,” programmatic advertising is an 

automated process that allows advertisers to buy 

advertising impressions (media x format) to reach people that fall within specific consumer and 

shopper profiles and specific moments (age, gender, time of day, locale, current activity, etc.) 

  

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/2844870?hl=en
http://sociograph.blogspot.com/2014/01/contextual-multi-armed-bandits.html
https://www.chrisstucchio.com/blog/2015/dont_use_bandits.html
http://www.iab.net/media/file/MobileProgrammaticPlaybook.pdf
https://www.bcgperspectives.com/content/articles/marketing_digital_economy_improving_engagement_performance_digital_display_advertising/
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http://www.slideshare.net/Adomic/programmatic-advertising-watching-the-gap-shrink-35014371
http://www.businessinsider.com/buyers-and-sellers-have-overwhelmingly-adopted-programmatic-with-mobile-leading-growth-2015-3
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Why Choosing the Right Programmatic Advertising Partner(s) Is So Critical 

As marketers’ interest in programmatic has grown, the number of vendors in the measurement 

and ad-tech ecosystem has exploded. Many of these companies are specialists, with expertise in 

a subset of the capabilities discussed above. Much like the cylinders in an automobile, customer-

centric advertising rests on the six platforms.  As a result, marketers must ascertain vendors’ 

capabilities on table stakes as well as the differentiators discussed on the next two pages. 

� 
While one can’t avoid hearing the many new acronyms – SSP, DSP, 
DMP, ATD – it is the underlying data and the management of that data 
which acts as the overarching theme across the entire eco-system. 

 WFA Guide to Programmatic Media, 2014 

CONCLUSION – CUSTOMER-CENTRIC ADVERTISING: CHALLENGING BUT INEVITABLE 

With the convergence of the platforms above, marketers are in a unique position to realize the 

promise of 1:1 customer engagement through data-driven, customer-centric advertising. 

Customer-centric advertising produces a better experience for consumers and better results for 

marketers.  

• By identifying and matching mobile users across devices, marketers are recognizing and 

targeting specific consumer profiles with precision. Rich, anonymized profiles, together with 

the consumer’s location, weather and context, dramatically enhance targeting.  

• Using Predictive Engines powered by 

“Digital Signals,” marketers are 

identifying consumers who are most 

receptive to particular messages, ads 

and offers.  

• With programmatic determining 

which ads best engage, consumers 

receive more messages and offers 

relevant to them and fewer that are of 

less interest. 

• The benefits are (i) a more reliable 

approach with predictable results; (ii) 

less waste; (iii) significantly better 

response rates; and (iv) higher return 

on advertising spend (ROAS).  By reducing the cost and boosting consumer engagement, e.g., 

downloads, subscriptions, purchases, store visits, and more, customer centric advertising 

boosts the bottom line. 

The transition to customer-centric advertising is not without challenges, however. 

  

https://www.mparticle.com/periodictable
http://chiefmartec.com/2015/01/marketing-technology-landscape-supergraphic-2015
https://chrisohara.wordpress.com/2015/03/18/cdim-is-table-stakes-in-the-data-management-wars/
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Challenges to Marketers Pursuing Customer-Centric Advertising 

When shifting from the legacy, media-centric approach to customer-centric advertising, 

marketers encounter a number of significant challenges, including: 

• Complexity – each of the platforms discussed above represents a complex system in its 

own right.  When two or more of the platforms are integrated – e.g., mobile and 

programmatic – things get even more complex.  For education and news, the IAB, 

Adotas, Ad Age, AdExchanger, and DigiDay as well as conferences such as Programmatic 

I/O are useful resources. 

• Obfuscation – some of the platforms, especially programmatic advertising, are shrouded 

in confusing terminology and acroynms that make understanding and even dialogue 

difficult.  While glossaries are helpful, there is still a steep learning curve. 

• Data – integrating the data required to succeed at customer-centric advertising, given 

the disparate sources, volume and velocity, presents an enormous challenge. 

• Analytics – developing predictive models, optimizing solutions and implementing rapid 

cycles of “test and learn” require highly skilled data scientists, who are in short supply. 

• Attribution – measuring and attributing results poses a significant challenge, especially 

for offline brands and retailers.  The issue and alternative methods for handling are 

among the most widely debated topics in advertising today. 

• Resistance to Change – marketers and ad agencies have systems, processes and people 

in place supporting the legacy, media-centric approach to advertising. There is a natural 

resistance and reluctance to shift. 

No one ever said transitioning to a disruptive new approach central to marketers’ success would 

be easy.  Fortunately, the marketing and ad-tech ecosystem is constantly evolving and partners 

who can help marketers cut though the clutter and simplify the process to achieve outcomes, 

like Taptica, are rising to the top.  

Building a Customer-centric Advertising Capability – 10 Questions to Ask 

Given the significance as well as the challenges, marketers are collaborating with and leveraging 

partners’ expertise and experience to deliver on the promise of customer-centric advertising. To 

align and focus discussions marketing executives must ask their own organizations and 

prospective partners 10 key questions shown on the following page. In addition to these 

questions, viewability, fraud detection, privacy, brand safety and other issues are important 

“table stakes” and need to be part of the discussion as well.  

Finally, marketers can not afford to wait – on a daily basis, players large and small are advancing 

customer-centric advertising by integrating new sources of data, refining attribution, developing 

more robust predictive models, and devising new ways to engage mobile consumers (see, for 

example, recent announcements by Facebook).  The ad-tech ecosystem, and programmatic in 

particular, is crowded with legacy providers and startups, both specialists and generalists. Only a 

handful of partners have the skills and experience across the platforms, especially the “trifecta” 

of mobile, digital signals and programmatic advertising.  

  

http://www.iab.net/media/file/MobileProgrammaticPlaybook.pdf
http://www.adotas.com/
http://adage.com/
http://adexchanger.com/
http://digiday.com/
http://programmatic.io/
http://programmatic.io/
http://theexchangelab.com/glossary/
http://blog.irvingwb.com/blog/2014/04/why-do-we-need-data-science-when-weve-had-statistics-for-centuries.html
http://adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/a-pressing-problem-offline-attribution/
http://chiefmartec.com/2015/01/marketing-technology-landscape-supergraphic-2015
http://www.taptica.com/
http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/243433/yieldex-releases-viewable-ad-forecast-tool.html
http://www.clickz.com/clickz/column/2334593/5-questions-to-ask-your-potential-programmatic-buying-partner
http://www.dmnews.com/facebooks-new-changes-might-shake-up-things-for-marketers/article/405945/
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How Fully Is Your Business Leveraging Customer-centric Advertising? (Diagnostic) 

 

For More Information 

To better understand how your organization can realize the benefits of customer-driven 

advertising, the authors and Taptica would be happy to discuss further and share additional 

perspectives.  For more information, links and contact information are provided in the Appendix. 
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Led by a team of professionals highly experienced in both online and mobile marketing, it 

identifies the best opportunities for advertisers and publishers to contextually engage 

consumers, allowing each to get on with the job they love – creating fantastic mobile apps, 

services and experiences! 

Its leading technology utilizes a programmatic media-buying platform and harnesses the power 

of machine learning in order to find the right users at the right time for the right campaign. 

http://www.immr.org/
mailto:phil.hendrix@immr.org
https://twitter.com/phil_hendrix
http://www.mcordis.com/
mailto:michael.becker@mcordis.com
mailto:greg.serdandos@mcordis.com
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It has achieved results for leading mobile advertisers such as Zynga, EA, Open Table, Expedia, 

Gree, Glu, Hipmunck and Disney as well as an ever growing monthly list of top tier clients 

Having worked with over 1,000 developers, Taptica has a proven global presence in the USA, 

Europe, Asia Pacific, Latin America & Africa. 

Its team is a reservoir of in-depth knowledge and expertise in mobile content and advertising. It 

offers its insights regularly as it shares news, statistics, reports and survey results to help guide 

app developers through decision making processes. 
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